Tour Event #9
(TE #9 was cancelled due to bad weather; there was an optional bonus payout involved with TE #10)

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

BONUS PAYOUT
(TE #9 money)

1st Place Jeremy Carlsen 71 $150.00
2nd Place Ian Brown 72 $120.00
3rd Place Nate Baudo 73 $80.00
   Chase Weigel 73 $80.00
5th Place Clint Higgins 76 $50.00
   Shane Wilson 76 $50.00
   JR Howard 76 $50.00

SKINS POOL: $150.00

Shawn Gifford Birdie #13

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

TOUR EVENT #10
The Inn of the Mountain Gods

1st Place Jeremy Carlsen 71 $150.00+C&B shirt+Spot in T of C
2nd Place Ian Brown 72 $120.00
3rd Place Nate Baudo 73 $97.00
   Chase Weigel 73 $97.00
5th Place Scott Holly 75 $90.00
6th Place Shane Wilson 76 $75.00
   Chris Holloway 76 $75.00
   JR Howard 76 $75.00
   Dave Kemnitz 76 $75.00
   Clint Higgins 76 $75.00

SKINS POOL: All skins were cancelled, the entire $250.00 from the Skins Pool will carryover to Wednesday tournament at Somona Ranch. Sign-up TODAY!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Closest-to-the-Pins:  C&B Shirt
   #5 Chad Baker
   #8 Scott Holly
   #12 Clint Higgins
   #18 Charlie Stanfill

PLAYERS POOL: 2 day total
   #5 Chad Baker
   #8 Scott Holly
   #12 Clint Higgins
   #18 Charlie Stanfill

   1 day IOMG
   J. Carlsen $54.00
   I. Brown $27.00
   N. Baudo $9.00